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COMPUTATIONAL MODELING OF HETEROGENEOUS
REACTIVE MATERIALS AT THE MESOSCALE*
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AbstracL The mesoscopic processes of consolidation, deformation and reaction of shocked porous energetic materials
are sbdied using shock physics analysis of impact on a collection of discrete “crystals.” Highly resolved thrce-dimen-
siomd CTH simulations indicate that rapid deformation occurs at material contact points causing large amplitude fluc-
tuations of stress states with wavelengths of the order of several particle diametem. Localization of energy produces
“hot-spots” due to shock focusing and plastic work near internal boundaries as material flows into interstitial regions.
Numerical experiments indicate that “hot-spots” arc strongly influenced by multiple crystal interactions. Chemical
reaction processes also produce multiple wave structures associated with particle distribution effects. This study pro-
vides new insights into the micromechanical behavior of heterogeneous energetic materials strongly suggesting that
initiation and sustained reaction of shocked heterogeneous materials involves states distinctly different from single

jump state descriptions.

INTRODUCTION”

Nearly all energetic materials, including explo-
sives, pyrotechnics, propellants, and intermetalIics
are heterogeneous in nature and often consist of a
mixture of poly-crystalline and binder materials.
These energetic materials exhibit distinctly differ-
ent thermaUmechanicaUchernical behavior than
pure materials because microstructure introduces
internal boundary effects at the mesoscale. For high
explosives, the shock sensitivity of initiation and
sustained reaction is known to be controlled by pro-
cesses occurring at the crystal level (l). For exam-
ple, the threshold to reaction cryI be greatly
influenced by changes in crystal morphology,
defect content and size distribution (2,3).

Time-resolved measurements (4) of the shock
wave structure in heterogeneous materials have
provided much insight in the high strain rate pro-
cesses associated with impact on granular explo-
sives; however, these measurements resolve
averaged wave fields associated with the interac-
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tions of internal boundaries. At the crystal scale,
the initiation of heterogeneous materials takes
place because shocks interact with material hetero-
geneities, causing “hot-spots” that lead to reaction.
Localization of energy produces associated space-
time fluctuations in the thermodynamic fields (such
as pressure and temperature). When averaged over
a sufficiently large space, these effects produce an
energy release that is a combination of mechanics,
dissipation and cherni~try. A variety of physical
phenomena result in the creation of “hot-spots” and
it is generally agreed that plastic deformation is the
key feature of the energy localization. This defor-
mation is due to material rearrangement near
boundaries or at internal dislocations within crys-
tals. The prevailing theory of shock-induced “hot-
spotsj’ is based on the notion of phonon energy
transport/dissipation along moving dislocations (5).
This atomic-level view, by itself, may be too sim-
plistic; the chemical and physical processes associ-
ated with “hot-spots” involve space-time
fluctuating states at the mesoscale whereby multi-
ple crystals interact to produce multiple shocks sig-
nificantly dMferentthan single jump states.
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Much of the current work in computational
modeling of heterogeneous material describes mac-
roscale behavior based on ensemble-averaged con-
tinuum theory (6,7). At the atomistic scale
microscopic behavior has also been theoretically
studied using molecular dynamics methods. Unfor-
tunately, both descriptions fall short of completely
describing the fundamental processes associated
with the dispersive nature of reactive waves in het-
erogeneous media. The mesoscale has not been as
extensively studied; yet, it is the level that bridges
continuum and atomistic scales. Shock physics
analysis can now take advantage of new parallel
computing architecture to provide enhanced resolu-
tion of shock processes at the mesoscale.

This work presents three-dnensional numen-
cal simulations of shock impact on a collection of
poly-tryst.alline grains. Detailed wave fields are
studied including the effects of material strength,
thermal dissipation and reaction,

MESOSCALE MODELING

Three-dimensional shock wave structure in
heterogeneous material is investigated using the .
Eulerian CTH shock physics code (8) for a mixture
of “crystals” and binder having multi-material dis-
ordered geometry and several relevant aspects of
material physics. Although most poly-c~stalline
materials are known to have structural regularity
and directional-dependent material properties, this
work considers materials with idealized morphol-
ogy and isotropic properties.

In constructing a material configuration the sta-
tistical nature of the heterogeneous media is repre-
sented by a computational geometry describing an
ensembIe of “crystals” witi varied size distribution
consolidated to a random closely packed configura-
tion. In real materials, microphotograph indicate
that individual particles consist of a myriad of
shapes varying from spherical, polyhedral, needle-
shaped or platelets. This work models the shock
behavior for a collection of “crystals” with polyhe-
dral geomehy.

To generate a random packing of arbitrary
polyhedral “crystals” several strategies have been
considered. Initially a drop-and-fill method was
used whereby an arbitrary number of spherical par-
ticles is introduced into a random space and the
rigid body motion, under the influence of “gravity:
leads to interbody collision and contact frictional
effects (9). Unfortunately, this produces a stereo-
logical system with a directional bias and nonuni-
forrnities near boundaries; thus an alternative
strategy was sought.

A more efficientmeans of generating a random
ensemble of pa-titles is based on the statistical
mechanical theory of liquids (10,11). In this
approach, Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular
dynamics (MD) methods are used to generate
closely packed particles of arbitrary distributions.
Briefly, a large region of three-dimensional space is
filled by placing a specified number of particles on
the lattice sites of a simple cubic array.The particle
size is chosen randomly from a prescribed discrete
distribution. The starting packing fraction is chosen
to be sufficiently low such that the initial configura-
tion is free of any particle overlap.The particles are
then given random velocities and a hard sphere
molecular dynamics simulation is conducted using ‘
a standard collision algorithm. Given the low pack-
ing fraction, the initial lattice configuration quickly
disintegrates and evolves to a low density equili-
brated fluid mixture. This equilibrium cordigura-
tion forms the starting point for an efficient
densification MD nun in which the density is
increased dynamically until the particles are essen-
tially locked in place. The densification algorithm
employs growing particles whose size increases at
a constant rate, while the particles continue to
move through space and undergo collisions. The
MD continues until the packing configuration
reaches a specified target volume fraction or a max-
imum packing condition. .

Class A HMX particles having an unpressed
particle size distribution (12) for Holston lot 920-
32 is chosen as a representative energetic material.
Closely-packed configurations are determined
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using the MC/MD method considering five classes
of particle sizes (fine particles are lumped into the
smallest size category). In applying the packing
algorithm, the ensemble of HMX “crystals”
reaches a closely-packed limit density of approxi-
mately 65% TMI). (To achieve higher densities,
mechanical deformation/fragmentation of the
“crystals” takes place or, alternatively, interstitial
regions are filled with binder.)

As a simplification, isotropic properties are
used to describe the crystalline HMX material.
Each particle size category is assigned a separate
set of equation of state and material strength
descriptions to accommodate interactions of mate-
rial boundaries. Material boundary interactions are
treated by imposing mixing rules for the yield
strength within computational cells containing
material interfaces. A iiictionless material interface
is represented by imposing a zero material yield in
mixed-material computational cells. Alternatively,
a volume fraction-weighted yield strength con-
straint produces material interfaces that are contin-
uously bonded.

Table L HMX EOS/Strength/Fracture Parameters

Parameter Value
Particle Size DMribution

<44pm
62pm
88pm

125 )trn
177 pm
250 pm

> 350pm
Crystal Density - p.

Sound Speed - co

Slope of Us-UPHugoniot- s
GrfineisenParameter,- rO
SpecificHeat- CV
Yield Stress -1’
PoissonRatio-v
FractureStress- Of

Weight fraction:
0.092
0.121
0.118
0.278
0.182
0.156
0.053

1.9 g/cm3

2.74x105 Cln/S

2.6

1.1

1.45X1O**erg/gm-ev
1.0 Kbar
0.25
-20.0 Kbar

A Mie-Griineisen equation of state is used for
the HMX and an elastic-perfectly plastic model,
with yield at 1 Kbar, is included for material
strength. A list of model parameters is given in
Table 1.

In the first set of calculations, inert HMX “crys-
tals” are impacted at 1000 m/s. Although it is rec-
ognized that the induced stress levels are
sufficientlyhigh to trigger reaction, the focus of the
calculation centers on the thermal-mechanical
behavior without the complication of chemical
reaction. Thermal conduction effects are also
included in these simulations.

Material Deformation

Temperature Contours
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Fig.1 1000 mh impact on HMX HoMon 920-32. Upper
time planes are materials, center am temperatures
and lower are prmure.s.

Symmetric lateral boundary conditions are
placed on the computational domain and at the
impact boundary a hard wall condition is imposed.
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A reverse-ballistics calculation is represented by
material stagnating at a hard wall boundary. This
produces multiple shocks that pass back into the
“crystal” array. The resolution of these calcula-
tions, using a uniform 5 j.tmcell size, requires well
over 27.5 million computational cells. Figure 1 dis-
plays a midpkme cross-section of the material inter-
faces, pressure and temperature contours for three
200 ns intervals after impact. The simulations dis-
play the details of the rapid deformation occurring
at material contact points. The nature of the disper-
sive fields includes large amplitude fluctuations of
stress with wavelengths of several particle diame-
ters. These fluctuating fields are due to the effects
of shocks interacting with individual material sur-
faces and multiple crystal intemctions. Interest-
ingly, the amplitude of the fluctuating pressure field
is of the same order as the mean pressure state.

Localization of energy produces “hot-spots”
due to shoclcfocusing and plastic work as material
flows into interstitial regions. The effect of thermal
dissipation leads to a decay of the “hot-spot” tem-
peratures. It is the race between energy localization
and dissipation that dictates the initiation and sus-
taining of reaction. Numerical simulations suggest
that the “hot-spots” scale dwectlyto particle size.

As a comparative numerical simulation, impact
on plastic bonded material is modeled with the
HMX “crystals” and polyurethane binder (shown in
Figure 2). Here the interstitial regions are filled
with the polymeric binder. As often seen in real
materials, voids are included as spherical inclu-
sions placed randomly in the mixture. In this exam-
ple, a void volume fraction of -5% is incorporated
in the binder material. The binder is represented by
an appropriate tabular equation of state for po&ure-
thane. An elastic-perfectly plastic material strength
model is applied with a yield stress of -0.1 Kbar
and a Poisson’s ratio of -0.45. As in the prior cal-
culation, all material interfaces are treated as fric-
tionless, The material surfaces are displayed along
with midplane contours of temperature and pres-
sure at 100 ns intervals after impact.

In this example of a plastic-bonded energetic
material, multiple shocks arise that move at nearly
twice the velocity of that seen in the prior HMX
simulation due to the higher density of material.

Midsection Plane
Mater&k

Temperature Contours
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10Ml m/s impact on HMX Hokton 9W32 with
polyurethane binder snd 5% void volume.

pores are filled with polyurethane and
shocks pass through material interfaces

having different shock impedance characteristics
and multiple waves coalesce and release as the
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crystals interact with themselves and with the
binder.

As the shocks interact with the voids, locally-
accelerated interfaces produce jets that penetrate
into adjacent “crystals.” As one would expect,
much of the material distortion occurs in the binder
material; however, the effect of shock focusing and
jetting into the HMX crystals is evident, Again, the
stress field exhibits fluctuationsand nonequilibrium
behavior and patterns of wave coalescence and rar-
efaction associated with the multiple waves having
Mach stems and non-planar fronts.
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Fig. 3 Stress histories along the centerline of the nonreactive
HMX crystal army modeled as ordered spherical particles
vs. randomly-oriented cubes of size 100 W.

To investigate the effect of crystal shape, simu-
lations are conducted for a 1000 nds impact on an
ordered array of single size (100 pm) HMX
approximated as spheres or cubes with random ori-
entation. In contrast to smoothed particle surfaces,
the effects of angular morphology are assessed.
Lagrangian tracer points are included at the center
of each HMX “crystal” along the centerline. At
these locations, the stresses are monitored and an

overlay of the centerline pressure histories are
given in Figure 3. As seen in these simulations,
fluctuating fields are due to the effects of shocks
interacting with individual material surfaces and
contact points.

In this calculation, the mean pressure field is
-40 Kbar and the amplitudes of the shocks travers-
ing the “crystals” are of the same order. These
highly fluctuating stress states persist over several
particle diameters. The pressure histones of the
ordered spherical particles exhibit higher pressure
fluctuations than the cubic system due to reso-
nance. As one might expect, disorder of particle
orientation reduces the resonance effect.

MESOSCALE REACTIVE MODEL

In the previous section, numerical simulations
considered only thermal and mechanical effects
without the effect of reaction. At the 1000 m/s
impact condition the localized temperatures are
seen to exceed those required for prompt reaction
and an appropriate model for chemistry must
include multi-step endothermic and exothermic
mechanisms similar to those proposed by McGuire
and Tarver (13) and kinetics rate data such as mea-
sured in diamond anvil studies by Russel, et al.
(14). Multi-step chemistry with multi-state formu-
lations, similar to those used in finite element anal-
ysis (15), will be implemented in shock physics
codes in the near future.

An ignition/growth two-state history variable
reactive burn (HVRB) model (16) is applied in this
study. In this approach, reaction is triggered at a
pressure threshold (as opposed to a temperature cri-
teria) and a pressure-dependent rate law describes
the extent of reaction. A single reaction progress
variable has generally led to good agreement with
experimental run-to-detonation Pop-plot and other
data. Thus, the application of this approach
assumes that all reaction pathways are self-similar
to averaged state data. Utilization of this model
approach provides insight as to what can be
expected when more physically-based combustion



descriptions are determined for the crystalline
HMx.

In the following example, a numerical simula-
tion is shown with a spatial extent that bridges the
mesoscale to the macroscale. In this calculation
about 1900 HMX c~stals are impacted by a copper
flyer plate at 1000 rnls and reaction is triggered by
the HVRB model. Reaction parameters are set for
short run distance-to-detonation in order to explore
the nature of the detonation wave through the ran-
dom crystal structure.

Figure 4 displays a computational space
defined by about 12 million evenly-spaced 5 pm
cells. The crystal array considers the HMX Holston
920-32 particle size distribution packed to a 68%
TMD density. (A dime-sized sample of 190,000
crystals resolved with 1.3 billion cells required
using the entire Sandia TFLOP parallel computer
with 4500 processors ~d 104 MWprocessor).

In the top time sequence of contour plots, initi-

“ --- ation of rapid reaction is seen to first occur in the

Fig. 4
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Fig. 5 Tronsient structure of mesosccde detonation wave growth
and propagation in 68% TMD HMX.

HMX crystal army and 0.2 mm thickcopperplate im-. .
patting at 1000 M7s.

To display the transient initiation and growth of
reaction at the grain scale, it is convenient to dis-
play several cross-sectional cut planes of pressure
contours at various times. Figure 5 displays the x
and z planes at times 10, 30 and 50 ns after initial
contact with the copper impactor plate. It is noted
that spatial fluctuations also occur in directions
normal to these two-dimensional surfaces.

large “crystals”. Lower sustained stresses occur in
smaller particles due to rarefaction effects at grain
surface boundaries. As the reactive wave proceeds
from crystal-to-crystal, coalesced shocks produce
Mach stems. These shocks interact with grain
boundaries and as the reaction nears completion
they merge and the wavelength of the localized
stress field grows in spatial extent. In this simula-
tion, localized pressures exceed 400 Kbar. Clearly,
the detonation wave structure of reactive heteroge-
neous materials is far more complex and greatly
different than that based on singular state analysis.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has focused on providing detailed
wave information needed to define the appropriate
length and time scales for new measurement tech-
niques (17) that may lead to a better understanding
of the processes associated with mechanical initia-
tion of granular energetic materials. Continuum
mixture modeling has been successfully applied to
replicate impact measurements; however, these
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ensemble-averaged models me inadequate and do
not currently include descriptions of the highly
transient fields near shock Ilonts. These effects
may be the key to describing shock initiation of
heterogeneous materials. Work is in progress to
apply averaging methods and data interrogation
techniques to the extensive numencaI data from
mesoscale simulations to determine constitutive
models that can then be used in continuum descrip-
tions.

Mesoscale modeling has been applied to the
study of dispersive waves experimentally observed
in prior reported work. Detailed shock physics

analyses reveal that qe shocked heterogeneous
materials exhibit highly fluctuating’stressstates and
the localization of energy due to plastic deforma-
tion and crystal interactions. This modeling sug-
gests that the shock waves (or even detonations) in
heterogeneous materials are not single jump states.
Future modeling is planned to investigate the effect
of defects within crystals (such as voids or shear
bands), blends of material (such as metals) and
improved material strength, interface interactions
and reaction models.
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